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SOLUTIONS

Essentially there are two solutions that Metalprogetti is able to offer Clients to fulfil the brief of a 24/7 system to be
used for the dropping off and collection of garments.

Both systems are based around the tried and tested Metalprogetti 24/7 Battista COMBI system which has been in
operation for over 15 years now throughout the world.

Please refer to these links for some videos as an example on how the process can operate, bearing in mind that you
will have total control on how the client interacts with the system as well as how payments are made:

https://youtu.be/PgtM0Ei‐jsU

https://youtu.be/QMkhAk5vH34

STANDALONE 24/7 POD
The Metalprogetti 24/7 Battista COMBI system is installed in a standalone unit, which is weatherproof and
connected only to a 13 Amp power supply. If available, it can be connected directly to the internet to allow the
management of the system remotely, or if a hard wired connection is not available, it can be connected to the
internet by a 4G connection if available.

Utilising your own client interface (details on the following pages) the customer therefore has access to their orders
as well as the facility to be able to drop off their garments or shoes in a very simple operation.

Some examples of the units we have installed in the UK are systems which can hold up to 225 orders.



Naturally the units can be branded in any manner you wish and we would be pleased to provide your supplier of
the POD housing with the dimensions for the opening required to facilitate the positioning of the collection and
drop off modules as well as the requirements for the electrical supplies and data supplies that the unit needs to
operate. We are also able to offer you a turnkey solution if you prefer, including delivery to site, installation and
training.

A suggested layout could be as per the drawing below;



Additional installations in Germany have also made use of shipping containers for larger POD installations. The unit
installed by FREY Textile service in Germany used a 40’ shipping container, but there have also been examples of
systems being installed in 20’ containers as well, and then branded accordingly.



BUILT‐IN 24/7 SYSTEM – FOR EXAMPLE IN OFFICES, APARTMENTS OR SHOP FRONTS

There is a larger degree of flexibility when installing the Metalprogetti 24/7 Battista COMBI system into existing
buildings in the way that the conveyor can be configured.

The advantages of the system only requiring a minimal amount of floor space to hold a large number of garments
remains and this is one of the many overwhelming advantages of our Metalprogetti 24/7 Battista COMBI system
when comparing this to a locker system for example.

One company to benefit from this sort of system was PWC’s main office in Central London where a compact unit
was installed which gained popularity quickly and brought in a sustainable revenue stream. The Facilities
Management Company also were excited about providing the company another service and were particularly
progressive in promoting the unit which was located next to the bust Restaurant area of the offices.

The unit was branded according to how the client required, and the utilisation of the system continued to grow
week on week as demonstrated by the graph below which represents actual data from the project.

Inhouse system installed at PWC, London



Further installations include numerous shop fronts – which do not necessarily have to be in a drycleaners, but could
also be in a Shopping Centre for example. These types of installations benefit from an almost free range in design
of the conveyor system allowing the maximisation of the interior space, or equally, minimising the space required
to store garments.



CLIENT INTERFACE

Crucial to the success of theMetalprogetti 24/7 Battista COMBI system is the client interface.

The most successful installations are those where the process to either drop off or collect the garments is almost
seamless.

This should also apply to new customers as well where the signup process is as quick as possible. For example only
initially capturing their name and mobile number thereby allowing an automated email to be sent to them later on
encouraging the customer to complete their details in full at a time to suit them.

One of the vast benefits of ourMetalprogetti 24/7 Battista COMBI system is the fact that we have the possibility to
give you control over the client interface.

We will work with your IT or EPoS specialists to help you facilitate the integration between our Metalprogetti 24/7
Battista COMBI system and your own internal software as well as allowing you control over payment methods,
types of client identification you wish to use for example QR code, credit or loyalty card or simply an alphanumeric
code texted to your customer.

The possibilities are endless and we would be delighted to help you with this aspect of the project.

QR Code Identification

Credit or Loyalty Card 
Identification



TIMPSONS INTERNAL INTERFACE

The interface we provide does not only end with the user interface. With a connection to your central system, you
are also able to inform the Metalprogetti 24/7 Battista COMBI system about the orders, the clients, the payment
types and any special messages you would like to display to your clients. Equally, the Metalprogetti 24/7 Battista
COMBI system will also let your central system know when orders have been collected, and also how many orders
have been dropped off allowing you great logistical control.

An important part of this is an audit trail from the factory to the railing up in the POD or Built in 24/7 solution. The
possibility exists that you can scan the garments out of the production hub and then when they are scanned onto
the POD or Built‐In 24/7 rail, you will then ensure that all orders which are due to be delivered have ben railed
correctly.

The actual railing process is incredibly simple and will usually rely on the delivery driver scanning a barcode for the
order when ready to rail. The system will then move the rail to the nearest available and empty slot and allow the
operator to only rail in this position. The system then will join the slot position with the order number (and
consequently the customer) ensuring that when the client collects the garments, only their garments are delivered.
It is also intelligent enough to be able to deliver multiple orders in one go.

Depending upon how you wish to operate the system, one of the advantages of the Metalprogetti 24/7 Battista
COMBI system drop off unit is the possibility for the user to either use a branded reusable bag which could, for
example have their customer ID barcoded on it, or if you prefer, their own bag to place their clothes in before
depositing them.

If the client does not have either option, the drop off unit will offer the client a bag which will be automatically
dispensed for the client to use.

In any event, again, you have total flexibility over this. Where a bag without preassigned identification is used (eg a
dispensed bag or the customer’s own bag), the system will print out a ticket confirming the order and the clients'
details which the client will place in the bag for use when the bag is delivered to the processing hub for cleaning.



OUR CLIENTS

We are very proud to have served some of the most prestigious brands in the United Kingdom with our products and 
services.  Some examples are:






